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Sevilla Writers House started
as a reading series in Los
Angeles as part of the 2016
NoHo Lit Crawl. Since then,
our events have taken place in
bookstores, backyards, bars,
sex shops, and the internet.
We've hosted authors and
musicians, and offered our
audience tarot readings and
whiskey tastings.
 
The first book tour we worked
on was in 2017, when an out-
of-town author was
coordinating the LA stop for
her debut short story
collection.  Despite the mid-
sized press behind the book, 

she was still responsible for the
logistics and budget of the
tour. 

This is a useful lesson in
publishing, and one reiterated 
 to us by Olivia Smith,
cofounder of Unnamed Press:
Unless your book is published
with a Big 5 Publisher, and even
then, unless your book has
momentum or a built-in
audience behind it, you will be
responsible for funding and
planning your tour. 

Here, we'll show you how to do
that and celebrate your work in
the way it deserves. 
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breaking down 

JESSICA ABUGHATTAS, STRIP (2020) 

Three bookstores (two in LA, one in PA)
Two poetry festivals 
One reading series
One grad school alumni event
One backyard gathering with friends, livestreamed to
IG

MATHIEU CAILLER, 
HEAVEN AND OTHER ZIP CODES  (2020)

Two conferences 
Two reading series 
Two book clubs 
Two podcast interviews 
One university reading

Most events will be concentrated within the first
month of your book's release. Of course, events will
continue as long as you're a working writer, but
here's a look at the first couple of months of two
tours we planned in fall 2020.  



"Rather than a formal tour, my
publicist pitched events to different
places, virtual festivals, etc, but the
focus was more on having a few
events rather than a long stream of
back-to-back events. I pitched and
planned my own launch event, and
both my publicist and I coordinated to
respond to different requests."
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BESTIARY (2020)
ONE WORLD, RANDOM HOUSE

"I wasn't really involved. I gave Olivia
[my editor] a list of people to send
galleys to, people who had internet
followings and who I thought might
post about it. I did 2 online bookstore
events (Skylight in LA and Busboys &
Poets in DC), I did one radio show
(Life Elsewhere), and three or four
online reading series."

VAGABLONDE (2020)
UNNAMED PRESS

k-ming chang

anna dorn



"Virtual or in-person, an event should
be worth the author's time and the
bookstores'. They're putting in so
much time and effort promoting
these, and it's about being realistic,
not to overextend oneself, and to seek
out interesting opportunities."

"We try to do one west coast and one
east coast event; one on a weekday,
one on a weekend. That way they feel
different enough for people's
schedules so you have a good turn out
at each of them."

"For a small press or debut author, I
wouldn't recommend more than two
events that are really about the author
and that book."
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COFOUNDER OF UNNAMED PRESS

olivia smith



"I've been making my own book tours
happen since I was really young. I plan
tours like DIY-punk style all around
the country, wherever my friends are,
cold-calling bookstores and using the
community that I already have access
to.

That's my biggest advice on touring,
honestly. I haven't really had any
publisher set up a tour for me in the
way you might think that happens. My
tours happen through the people I'm
connected to, different authors and
artists. So, when I have a book coming
out, I see which venues have hosted
me before or [colleagues] who have a
book coming out at the same time."
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speaking at the sevilla writers
virtual conference,  february 2020

jacqueline suskin
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a crash course
SEVILLA'S ORIGINS 

New to Los Angeles, Sevilla's founder
Lyndsay Hall was seeking a workshop
like the ones she'd taken in New York
with Sackett Street Writers Workshop.
She emailed every local writer she
knew, no matter how close, to see if
they'd want to meet in her living room
for a workshop and does anyone have 
 work they want to share? Five women
showed up and one other writer shared
her work.

Within a couple of months, six writers
committed to meet every Tuesday. In
October 2016, the group read as part  of
NoHo Lit Crawl in a sex shop as Sevilla
Writers House's first official reading. 

REPLICATE IT!

Slide into DMs! Shoot a text! Plus, with
everything going virtual, location is
practically a non-issue. Do be clear
about your ideas for the group to filter
out writers who may not be as
committed at the moment. 



"I sent an email blast and
posted on Facebook about a
6-week, free pilot session.
After the 6 weeks, most of
the writers lived too far to
commit to another session,
but for one. Turns out, she
was all I needed. If she met
another writer  at a bar or at
her son’s school, she
recruited them for workshop.
She grabbed old friends and
new and brought them to my
house at 7pm on Wednesday
nights. Word of mouth
brought writers to my
house."  

"Our poetry salon started in
2016 with Derrick Brown
[author and founder of Write
Bloody] moving back to LA and
gatheting poets he knew at his
home in Hollywood. We all knew
Derrick, but were new to each
other. No one was in charge and
it didn't cost anything. Our first
few months culminated in a
performance as a group. Over
the years, the salon has seen
new faces and venues, but it
retains the close knit feeling we
had in the beginning."
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JACKIE HEINZE
FOUNDER OF WRITE ON WORKSHOP

JESSICA ABUGHATTAS
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the

of it all

Ultimately, bookstores' sales are down. While
a reading before the pandemic usually
resulted in 80-100% of attendees buying the
book, virtual events average sales of ~30-50%
of the audience.

Networking (which used to happen in
conference green rooms and after readings)
is down, and community is entirely online. 

Besides in-person events being cancelled,
bookstores are either not hosting virtual
events or have scaled down.
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With a bookstore, you are the main
draw. With a reading series, the group
and experience are. While neither pay,
both of these venues (especially a
reading series) will have a built-in
following that can support your book
through word-of-mouth. Bookstores
care about sales, though, and won't
book authors they can't sell in-house. 

Various nonprofits and museums with
event spaces will host author and poet
readings when the writer aligns with
their mission (i.e. a poet reading at a
poetry nonprofit, an Arab author
reading at an Arab-American
museum).

bookstores & 
reading series

museums & nonprofits 
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The event themselves draw the crowd,
they sometimes pay, and they
sometimes cover expenses. For these
events, you may appear in a reading,
as a seminar host, or as part of a
panel. Pitch a panel with a group of
colleagues or a solo-seminar (or else
wait for an invite). 

Hey, this one pays! And can cover
travel expenses for everything else.
However, depending on the school,
you may need some level of name
recognition or a connection to the
college. Plus, the exact contact can be
tough to locate. If you do choose to
take this one on, look for creative
writing programs and program
director or event planning contacts.  

conferences, festivals,
& book fairs 

universities
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Besides booking a spot on a local radio
show, you might want to enter the
world of podcast interviews! Consider
these questions when picking a
podcast: What book podcasts do you
love? What podcasts does your
audience listen to? What podcasts
cover a subject you're obsessed with?
What podcasts cover a theme from
your book?

Check out the hashtag #bookstagram
(and other, related ones) to find
profiles with anywhere between  2k
and 10k+ followers who might be
interested in promoting your book.
Send them a free copy in exchange for
a post (if they loved the read!).

podcasts & radio shows

bookstagrammers



You'll need time on your hands, some
tech savvy. and Spark AR Studio (it's
free), but this can be an interactive and
entertaining way to spread the word on
social media about your book.

If you aren't one but want one, this will
cost the price of a designer, but there
are many services (like Teespring and
Bonfire) who will print your design on
shirts and elsewhere.  

ig story filters

merchandise

Guaranteed sales! Reach out to your
local library and peruse Facebook
Groups and Pages for book clubs that
might enjoy discussing your work.
Bonus: if it's nearby, you can stop in for
a Q&A! Downside: many of them don't
take outside books recs.  

book clubs



Video is the most engaging form of
media, and getting creative with how
you use it can attract new readers.
When you add a script, actors, and a
camera crew, this can be a massive
undertaking with little return on
investment. But some poets and presses
have gotten away with stock footage or a
small shoot to make it work.

You and your book are worth it.

video ads or a short film 

throw yourself a party!

An Instagram giveaway can cost you as
little as the cost of shipping (a little more
if you throw in free merch!). Ask people
to follow your account, like a post, and
tag a few friends to enter. Consider
partnering with a larger account to offer
more prizes and spread the reach!   

a social media giveaway 
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book party

THE WITCHING HOURS
Held in massive backyard, we had a
tarot reader on site and live music
from a musician known for being
witchy. The readers were encouraged
to read work that was "haunting,"
however they wanted to define that
word. After the reading, we packed
up our picnics and blasted  dance
music for a Halloween party.   

We've had fun coordinating  events.
These are a couple of readings from
our past.  
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book party

SUNDAY WHISKEY

For this reading series, we partnered
with a local bar, and a whiskey brand
sponsored the event. All guests were
given a whiskey tasting hosted by the
brand, which was followed by a
reading.  Finally, the bar created
custom cocktails named after each of
the readers.  
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Once the hometown reading is booked, contact
local press to advertise it. Local papers and
magazines love hometowners!

Travel expenses add up. Consider locations
that you can drive to or where you have free
places to stay.

Definitely visit your hometown bookstore (even
online). Your family and friends who wouldn't
normally attend a reading will show (and buy).

For instance, when touring The Land of Steady
Habits, Ted Thompson booked his tour
appearances in towns along a train route.  



planning a
dream tour

a worksheet



CHOOSE THREE.

Bookstore 
A reading series
A museum or nonprofit
A conference, festival, or
book fair
Universities

CHOOSE TWO.

A podcast
Bookstagrammers
Book clubs
An Instagram Story filter

CHOOSE ONE.

A social media giveaway
Merch
A short film or ad
A party! 

TAP YOUR COMMUNITY. 
Brainstorm who you know
& how you can collaborate. 

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR.
Think of old stomping grounds, a theme or image
from the book, or a dream you've always had. How
can you make this tour definitively  yours?

BRAINSTORM YOUR TOUR.
Start your list of locations, contacts, panel
ideas, and more to build your book promotion! 
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Double-check how to spell the
recipient's name 
If you know them, let 'em know how! 
State early on why you're emailing
Include a brief description of the event
you're pitching and why your work is a
good fit  
Attach a one-pager 

Cold emails can be terrifying to send, but
tours don't get very far without them.
Here are a few tips to get you going:

cold emails

one-pagers
A one-pager is exactly that: a single PDF
page that lets stores and organizers
know who you are and what your work's
all about. Include your book cover and
summary, author photo and bio, and
relevant details like the pub date,
publisher, and ISBN. 
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When we talked to Olivia Smith for this e-
book, she left us one final piece of advice
for authors: "Make sure you're clear with
your publisher about what you want and
have a conversation about those
expectations. If everyone is honest and
open about the reality of the situation, then
you know what you have to work with." 

That's right and practical advice. We want
to remind you of one more thing. A book
tour is nothing if not a celebration of every
minute of work that went into this book.
Remember to have fun and celebrate you
every step of the way. 



hello@sevillawritershouse.com
sevillawritershouse.com

@sevillawritershouse

@sevillawriters


